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I. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1970s, a Chicago police detective named Jon Burge1 began a nearly twenty-year reign of police terror that was visited upon more than 120 almost exclusively African-American men who were interrogated at police stations on the South and West sides of Chicago.2 Burge, working with a unit of white detectives who came to be known as the “midnight crew,” used electric shock, simulated suffocation, and mock executions, often accompanied with virulent racial epithets and attacks to the genitals, to coerce false confessions that formed the basis for wrongful convictions and Draconian prison terms including death sentences in at least ten instances.3

This scandal, which was slowly uncovered and exposed primarily by lawyers from the People’s Law Office (PLO),4 an investigative reporter from the Chicago Reader;5 and an anonymous police source,6 not only implicated Burge (who had risen from Detective to Commander) and his midnight crew, but also a series of Chicago police

* The author is one of the founding members of the People’s Law Office (PLO) in Chicago, has represented numerous survivors of Chicago police torture for nearly thirty years, and has worked to obtain reparations for victims of Chicago police torture. He is a 1972 graduate of the Northwestern School of Law, and has received awards, inter alia, from the Northwestern Center on Wrongful Convictions and the Northwestern Public Interest Fellowship Fund for his work in fighting against police torture and brutality. Other PLO attorneys who have worked on police torture cases over the years include Michael Deutsch, Ben Elson, Sarah Gelsomino, Jeffrey Haas, Timothy Lohraff, Joey Mogul, Shubra Ohri, John Stainthorp, Jan Susler, Erica Thompson, and Standish Willis.
2 Id.
3 Id.
6 The source, who worked with Burge and was dubbed “Deep Badge,” contacted the author in 1989 during the first civil rights trial of Andrew Wilson and provided information that revealed the systemic and racist nature of the torture, the names of several of Burge’s main collaborators, implicated Richard M. Daley in the cover-up, and identified a victim of electric shock named Melvin Jones. The Chicago Police Torture Scandal, supra note 1, at 335.
superintendents, former Mayor Richard M. Daley (who was also a former Cook County State’s Attorney), and a myriad of high-ranking police and prosecutorial officials. Since the late 1980s, a generation of lawyers and activists have utilized this evidence to obtain a series of major victories including Burge’s termination, findings by a Cook County Special Prosecutor that Burge and his men tortured a number of African-American suspects, the exoneration of numerous wrongfully convicted torture survivors, recognition from the United Nations of the pattern and practice of torture, the indictment and conviction of Burge for perjury and obstruction of justice, and the creation of the Illinois Torture Inquiry and Relief Commission to reinvestigate the cases of incarcerated Burge torture victims. Finally, on May 6, 2015, in response to a re-energized interracial movement, the Chicago City Council formally recognized Chicago’s sordid history of torture and the related cover-up by passing historic legislation that provided reparations to the survivors of police torture in Chicago.

This Article focuses on the fight to uncover, properly label, and expose the origins and motivations underlying the systemic torture, as well as the international aspects of the struggle, and the successful effort to change the popular narrative about Chicago police torture. The Article will explore how these developments contributed to the historic reparations legislation.

II. THE EARLY HISTORY

Chicago police torture by Jon Burge and his fellow Area 2 detectives was a well-kept secret during the 1970s. The complaints of torture were most often ignored by defense lawyers, debunked by prosecutors, and routinely dismissed by judges as unworthy of belief. Brief attention was paid to the allegations of torture in the early 1980s when Andrew Wilson, an accused cop killer, and his brother Jackie, raised the issue of their brutal torture at an unsuccessful hearing on a Motion to Suppress their confessions. Andrew described being tortured by Burge in detail with a device housed in a black box that generated electric shocks through wires when a handle on the box was pressed. Documents have revealed that Richard M. Daley, son of the political boss and former Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley, was informed of Burge’s brutal torture of Andrew Wilson in 1982 while he was the elected State’s Attorney of Cook County. Richard M. Daley did not investigate or prosecute Burge, but rather praised him. Further, Daley’s assistants used Burge’s perjured testimony to defeat Wilson’s motion to suppress his confession. Subsequently, Daley and his assistants relied upon scores of confessions Burge and his confederates tortured from African-Americans to obtain convictions and, in a number of cases, death sentences. The Chicago Police Torture Scandal, supra note 1, at 332–33, 343.


See generally Transcript of Motion to Suppress Hearing, People v. Wilson, Ind. No. 82-1211 (1982) (on file with author).
After the Wilson brothers were convicted of murder and Andrew was sentenced to death, he filed a *pro se* 42 U.S.C. § 1983 complaint in federal court seeking damages for his torture. In 1987, lawyers from the PLO took on his civil case, and the struggle to expose the nature and origins of systemic police torture began.

During discovery in the *Wilson* civil damages case, PLO lawyers learned that Jon Burge, prior to becoming a Chicago police officer, had served as a military police sergeant assigned to a prisoner-of-war (POW) camp in Vietnam. The 1971 Winter Soldier hearings had established that torture tactics, including electric shock, were used by U.S. soldiers assigned to POW camps in Vietnam. PLO lawyers obtained an admission from an African-American police officer (and former Army infantryman) that a field telephone generator with a crank, similar to what Andrew Wilson described, was used “by both sides” in Vietnam to torture the enemy, that the genitals were a favorite place to apply the electric shocks, and that placing plastic bags over victims’ heads was also employed.

The lawyers also enlisted a well-respected human rights expert, Dr. Robert Kirschner, who had developed expertise in evaluating international cases of torture, to evaluate Andrew Wilson’s injuries and to offer opinions at the trial about the similarities between Chicago police torture and that which Dr. Kirschner had documented across the world. In testimony that the *Wilson* trial judge barred from the jury, Dr. Kirschner explained how he had spent several hours a week reviewing torture cases, reading the literature and consulting with human rights groups, that he had read many cases involving electric shock applied through wires and clips attached to a victim's body, had talked to and examined many people who had experienced electric shock, and had written articles on various aspects of torture. He further testified that Wilson’s account of how he felt when he was shocked, and his description of the pain going through his brain with his teeth clenching and chattering, was "very consistent with what other people who have been tortured report when they have received similar electric shocks," and was unlikely to be manufactured testimony. He also testified that Wilson's crying during his testimony about being shocked was characteristic of a torture victim, especially since Wilson was a streetwise “cop killer” who was unlikely to break down.

---

13 Id.
14 Andrew Wilson’s conviction was later overturned by the Illinois Supreme Court on the basis that his confession was physically coerced from him. See People v. Wilson, 116 Ill.2d 29 (1987). He was later re-convicted and sentenced to life in prison. Conroy, *supra* note 5.
20 Id. at 2203–04, 2213–15.
21 Id. at 2187–88.
After two tumultuous eight-week trials, an all-white jury found Burge was not liable for Andrew Wilson’s torture.\(^{22}\) However, Dr. Kirschner’s expert testimony condemning Wilson’s abuse as torture, combined with the mounting evidence uncovered, developed, and publicized during the *Wilson* trials that Burge’s abuse was part of a pattern and practice, led to hearings before the Chicago City Council in 1990, at which Dr. Kirschner testified.\(^{23}\) Additionally, a facsimile of Burge’s “black box,” complete with a telephone generator, wires, and alligator clips, was prominently displayed as demonstrative evidence during the hearings.\(^{24}\) The following month, Amnesty International released a report calling for an independent investigation of “Police Torture in Chicago.”\(^{25}\)

On appeal in the *Wilson* civil damages case, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the jury’s verdict and ordered a new trial, but, in what turned out to be both insulting and short-sighted *dicta*, found that the District Court’s barring of Dr. Kirschner’s expert testimony was not an abuse of discretion.\(^{26}\) The court stated that the medical and scientific knowledge needed to identify the “effects of electroshock treatments on the human body or psyche” was outside of Dr. Kirschner’s area of expertise as a pathologist, that his “study of torture” was an “avocation,” and that, as an “amateur in the subject,” he should not be considered an expert in this particular field.\(^{27}\) Despite this legal setback, the attorneys continued to develop and utilize expert testimony in order to identify patterns of torture, and its physical and psychological effects on individual torture survivors.

### III. Broadening the Scope and Application of the Torture Evidence

#### A. The Death Penalty Cases

In the mid and late 1990s, the focus of the legal and activist struggle against police torture became, in significant part, torture victims sentenced to death. Several Death Row torture victims banded together to form the Death Row Ten, and courtroom battles centered around the cases of Death Row prisoners Madison Hobley, Stanley Howard, Ronald Kitchen, Leroy Orange, and Aaron Patterson.\(^{28}\) The leading example of the direction these cases took is the case of Aaron Patterson. Patterson’s lawyers filed a post-conviction petition that included a psychological evaluation by Dr. Antonio

\(^{22}\) The first jury, which was racially mixed, hung. At retrial, the second jury found that the City had a policy and practice of abusing certain African-American suspects, but that the practice did not cause Wilson’s injuries. See *Wilson v. City of Chicago*, 6 F.3d 1233, 1236 (7th Cir. 1993).

\(^{23}\) See *Hearing Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Finance* (Ill. Dec. 24, 1990) (transcript on file with author).

\(^{24}\) Id.


\(^{26}\) *Wilson*, 6 F.3d at 1239.

\(^{27}\) Id. The Seventh Circuit reversed the verdict for the defendants on other grounds, and summary judgment for Wilson was later granted. See *Wilson v. City of Chicago*, 120 F.3d 681 (7th Cir. 1997).

\(^{28}\) See *People v. Hobley*, 159 Ill.2d 272 (1994); *People v. Howard*, 147 Ill.2d 103(1991); *People v. Kitchen*, 189 Ill.2d 424 (1999); *People v. Orange*, 121 Ill.2d 364 (1988); *People v. Patterson*, 154 Ill.2d 414 (1992).
Martinez, who was highly experienced in treating victims of torture. Dr. Martinez opined that Patterson—who had consistently maintained that he was suffocated with a typewriter cover, beaten about the body, and threatened with a gun, all without leaving documentable physical injuries—exhibited psychological markers consistent with his torture narrative. After the trial judge summarily denied Patterson’s petition, his lawyers took his case to the Illinois Supreme Court where they challenged the court’s prior decisions requiring a torture victim to show physical injury in order to establish that his confession was physically coerced from him.

Patterson’s lawyers traced the history of torture from ancient Greece and Rome to the present, and specifically tracked the avowed purpose and intent of torture: to extract confessions and other information without leaving physical injury. Patterson’s lawyers argued that “many forms of torture are designed not to leave physical traces, but rather to change the mental balance of the individual, and torture victims of today are unlikely to present physical stigmata but can . . . be expected to reveal numerous symptoms mostly of a psychological nature.”

Patterson’s lawyers further asserted that the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture’s reports on Mexico, Venezuela and Chile found that: detainees were routinely tortured in ways that would leave no marks, with attempted suffocation by plastic bags and electric shock being commonly utilized by interrogators for that purpose . . . “[I]nfliction of torture is an offense that must be prosecuted by itself, independently of the physical harm caused to the victim. There are, for example, methods of torture that leave no after effects but are no less effective for the torturer’s purposes,” and “the absence of marks on the body consistent with allegations of torture should not necessarily be treated by the prosecutors and judges as proof that the torture did not occur.”

Although the Illinois Supreme Court did not specifically discuss the international predicate for Patterson’s argument, it accepted its premise, and in a landmark decision held it would no longer require that physical injury be shown in order to establish that a confession was physically coerced.

---

29 Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief at 70–75, Patterson v. State of Illinois, No. 86 Cr 6091 (Cook County Cir. 1994) (on file with author); see also Martinez Aff., Patterson v. State of Illinois, No. 86 Cr 6091 (Cook County Cir. 1994) (on file with author).
31 People v. Patterson, 192 Ill.2d 93, 116 (2000).
32 Reply Brief and Argument for Appellant at 1–4, People v. Patterson, 192 Ill.2d 116 (2000) (No. 82711).
33 Id. at 4–44.
35 Id. at 7 (internal citations omitted).
36 People v. Patterson, 192 Ill.2d 93, 116 (2000).
B. The Darrell Cannon Hearings

While Patterson’s case was pending in the Illinois Supreme Court, lawyers for Darrell Cannon presented evidence at a Motion to Suppress re-hearing mandated by the Illinois Appellate Court. Cannon had been subjected in 1983 to electric shock of the genitals with a cattle prod, mock executions, and virulent racial slurs by several of Burge’s trusted confederates at a remote site. At the hearing, Cannon’s lawyers expanded upon the evidence that demonstrated the similarities between systemic torture in Chicago and that which was practiced internationally. Dr. Kirschner, now with an additional ten years of torture-related experience, was offered as an expert in “the field of the methodology and evaluation of cases of torture.” Dr. Kirschner drew on his extensive experience in evaluating and documenting two hundred torture cases worldwide, particularly ones where electric shock, simulated suffocation (which was known internationally as “dry submarino”), and mock executions were routinely employed; his extensive writing, consulting, and lecturing; his leading role in drafting and presenting the United Nations Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture; his experience in evaluating patterns and practices of torture in Israel, Turkey, Czechoslovakia, and several Central and South American countries; and his evaluation of several Chicago police torture survivors and their cases, including Cannon’s. Dr. Kirschner ultimately testified to his expert opinion that there was a “pattern of torture at Area 2,” which featured electric shock, “dry submarino”, and mock executions.

Cannon’s lawyers also called Dr. Martinez as a witness. Over the preceding few years, Dr. Martinez had evaluated several Chicago police torture survivors, including Cannon, for torture-related post-traumatic stress symptoms, using personal interviews and the Hopkins Symptoms Checklist, which was developed to evaluate torture victims from Vietnam and Cambodia. Dr. Martinez testified that there was a recognized psychological field of torture treatment that relied heavily on the existence of post-traumatic stress symptoms. He also gave a detailed analysis of the symptomology that

37 See generally People v. Cannon, 293 Ill.App.3d 634 (1997). Under torture, Cannon falsely confessed to murder. He was convicted on the basis of that confession and sentenced to life in prison. Cannon served twenty-four years in maximum-security prisons until his release in 2007 after a two-decade-long legal struggle that was premised on the fact that his conviction and imprisonment were products of torture. See id.; see also G. Flint Taylor, Black Lives Matter: Darrell Cannon and His Fellow Police Torture Survivors, HUFF. POST, (Feb. 10, 2015), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/g-flint-taylor/black-lives-matter-darrel_b_6653096.html.
38 Black Lives Matter: Darrell Cannon and His Fellow Police Torture Survivors, supra note 37.
40 Id. at 45–46.
41 Id. at 11–35.
42 See id. at 35–41.
43 Id. at 46, 49–51.
44 Id. at 54–86.
45 See id. at 87–97. Dr. Kirschner also testified that electric shock torture was used by the U.S. military during the Vietnam War, and that cattle prods, like the one used to torture Cannon, were commonly employed to torture victims around the world. Id. at 78.
46 Transcript of Proceedings, supra note 39, at 30–32.
47 Id. at 48–52.
he observed in the Chicago torture survivors, and equated it to what he had seen in the other torture victims he had treated.48 Additionally, Dr. Martinez defined the forms of torture used by Burge and his confederates in internationally-accepted terms,49 and opined that Cannon and the other Chicago survivors exhibited post-traumatic stress symptoms that were caused by their torture.50

The effort to view Chicago police torture through an international lens was lent further credibility by the research and writings of John Conroy, who contemporaneously published a book that analyzed three separate cases of torture in-depth—one from Israel, one from Northern Ireland, and the Wilson case from Chicago.51 In early 2005, Conroy published an extensive investigative article regarding the practice of torture, which established, based on interviews with Military Police (MP) personnel who served in Vietnam at the same time as Burge that: (1) electric shock torture using telephone field generators was routinely practiced by U.S. Army Intelligence officers, including at the POW camp where Burge was stationed as an MP Sergeant; (2) the interrogations took place within yards of Burge’s post; and (3) MPs often accompanied the electric shock victims to their interrogations.52

C. The Chicago Torture Cases Are Presented to International Bodies

In 2005, lawyers and activists, frustrated by the-continuous official cover-up, and drawing on their experience in dealing with international aspects of torture, raised the issue of Chicago police torture to the international community as a human rights issue by petitioning the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights (IACHR) and the United Nations Committee Against Torture (UNCAT).53 A public call for an IACHR hearing was made at a Washington, D.C. press conference, and the formal request was made on behalf of forty-four human rights and civil rights organizations in a letter to the IACHR.54 After the IACHR granted the request, a torture survivor, a Midwest Committee for Human Rights (MCHR) member, and several Chicago human rights attorneys testified at the hearing,55 but the IACHR took no official action beyond holding the hearing and voicing concern over the issues raised.

Shortly thereafter, the same group of lawyers and activists presented the issue of systemic Chicago police torture in a formal letter to UNCAT.56 The group’s submission derided the failure of the U.S. government to properly investigate or prosecute Burge and

48 Id. at 15–24, 31–37, 42–43, 53–58, 60–87.
49 Id. at 24–26, 74–75, 70, 82–83.
50 Id. at 58–59, 65, 71, 83–84.
52 Id.
54 Letter to the Executive Secretariat of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (Aug. 26, 2005) (on file with author). This strategy was undertaken at the urging of Chicago human rights attorney Standish Willis. Willis, together with the National Conference of Black Lawyers and U.S. Congressman Danny Davis, put out the public call.
55 Panel Hears Claims of Anti Black Cop Brutality Here, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Oct. 15, 2005.
his collaborators, highlighted the systemic nature of the torture, called for financial compensation and full rehabilitation for survivors of torture at the hands of the Chicago police, and also detailed how the U.S. government had failed to comply with the Convention Against Torture.\textsuperscript{57} The submission also called attention to the numerous torture survivors who were imprisoned as a result of confessions tortured from them:

\[D\]espite the fact that the Convention Against Torture prohibits the use of "any statement which is established to have been made as a result of torture [as] evidence in any proceedings," (Article 15) dozens of individuals have been charged, convicted and imprisoned for crimes they confessed to as a result of torture. Several dozen of these individuals continue to languish in prison despite continued claims of innocence. . . . Questions of guilt or innocence aside, the use of evidence obtained through torture is clearly in violation of the Convention Against Torture.\textsuperscript{58}

Finally, the petitioning groups encouraged the Committee to examine issues of government discrimination concerning these cases:

The Convention Against Torture clearly prohibits the intentional infliction of "severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental . . . for any reason based on discrimination of any kind." (Article 1(1)). The victims of the torture detailed above were all African-American, which suggests that race was a factor in the use of torture by Chicago police. Recognizing the ubiquity of racial prejudice and discrimination in American society, including in the United States legal system, we have reason to believe that the race of the victims has also contributed to the government’s failure to rectify the situation.\textsuperscript{59}

The next May, one of the attorneys again raised these issues during her appearance before the Committee, and shortly thereafter, UNCAT issued a report that included a strong affirmation of the Chicago advocates’ position.\textsuperscript{60} These findings were later thought to have played a significant role in obtaining Burge’s federal indictment, and the connection made with UNCAT would also prove to be important in the quest for reparations.

\textsuperscript{57} Id.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} Committee Against Torture, Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties Under Article 19 of the Convention, Conclusions and Recommendations of the Committee Against Torture, 7, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/USA/CO/2 (July 25, 2006). “The Committee is concerned at allegations of impunity of some of the State party’s law-enforcement personnel in respect of acts of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The Committee notes the limited investigation and lack of prosecution in respect of the allegations of torture perpetrated in areas 2 and 3 of the Chicago Police Department (art. 12). The State party should promptly, thoroughly and impartially investigate all allegations of acts of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment by law-enforcement personnel and bring perpetrators to justice, in order to fulfill its obligations under article 12 of the Convention. The State party should also provide the Committee with information on the ongoing investigations and prosecution relating to the above-mentioned case.” Id.
IV. THE ROAD TO REPARATIONS

A. The Concept of Reparations for Torture is Born

During 2006 and 2007, the demand for compensation and full rehabilitation for Chicago police torture survivors was further developed and advanced by Black People Against Police Torture (BPAPT), a grassroots organization, and by the National Conference of Black Lawyers (NCBL), who demanded that Mayor Richard M. Daley and the City of Chicago (the City) formally apologize to all Chicago police torture survivors and provide financial compensation and psychological services to them.61 Leaders from BPAPT, the African American Police League, and NCBL conducted a series of Town Hall meetings to discuss and popularize these and a number of other related police torture issues.

It was during this time that the idea of identifying the broad relief sought by BPAPT and the anti-torture movement as “reparations” was conceived.62 While the anti-torture movement had long recognized that Chicago police torture was overtly and fundamentally racist both in design and effect, and activists had long fought to obtain reparations for slavery both locally and nationally,63 the direct linking of Chicago police torture to the brutality of slavery through the concept of reparations—like the previous link to the international scope of torture—was an important step in establishing a true and complete narrative through which torture victims could seek acknowledgment and remedies.64

61 BLACK PEOPLE AGAINST POLICE TORTURE, LEAFLET (on file with author). These demands were made as part of BPAPT’s campaign against the 2016 Olympics being held in Chicago.

62 Standish Willis, who had previously played a prominent role in the struggle for reparations for the descendants of enslaved African-Americans, first suggested the idea.

63 For example, U.S. Congressman John Conyers, Jr. has introduced a bill each year since 1989 titled “Commission to Study Reparation Proposals for African-Americans Act.” H.R. 40, 114th Cong. (2015). The Chicago City Council in 2002 unanimously passed a Resolution requiring corporations doing business with the City to reveal any connections to slavery, and in 2006 the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed, in large part, the dismissal of a multi-district federal class action lawsuit that sought reparations for the descendants of enslaved African-Americans. See Cate Plys, Reparations Resolution Merited Far More Debate, CHI. TRIB. (Oct. 4, 2002), http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2002-10-04/news/0210040225_1_reparations-dorothy-tillman-individual-aldermen; see also Michael Higgins, Slavery Reparation Suit Gets a Reprieve, CHI. TRIB. (Dec. 14, 2006), http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2006-12-14/news/0612140325_1_slave-trade-plaintiffs-reparations. Most recently, in January 2016, the UN Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent issued a preliminary report calling for reparations for descendants of Africans who were brought to the United States as slaves. Mireille Fanon-Mendes-France, the chairwoman of the committee, declared that “[t]he colonial history, the legacy of enslavement, racial subordination and segregation, racial terrorism and racial inequality in the U.S. remains a serious challenge as there has been no real commitment to reparations and to truth and reconciliation for people of African descent.” UN committee urges US government to pay reparations for slavery, RT (Feb. 1, 2016), https://www.rt.com/us/330934-un-recommends-usa-reparations-slavery/. Rather than cash payments, Mendes-France recommended that the money be spent for the "full implementation of special programs based on education, socioeconomic, and environmental rights." Id. For an in-depth and compelling argument in favor of reparations for the descendants of enslaved African-Americans, with a focus on racist and predatory housing practices in Chicago, see Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Case for Reparations, THE ATLANTIC (June 2014), http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/06/the-case-for-reparations/361631/.

64 For a persuasive analysis of the interrelationship between the racist violence of slavery, lynching, Jim Crow, and Chicago police torture, see Kate Taylor, Can’t Nothing Take that Pain Away: Chicago Police
BPAPT incorporated this request for relief into proposed legislation, the Illinois Reparations for Police Torture Victims Act, which focused on the Burge victims still in jail and the long-term trauma that torture inflicted on its victims and their families. The Act called for the establishment of a center for torture victims and families, which would provide psychological and psychiatric treatment and vocational assistance, community education, and the appointment of an Innocence Inquiry Commission to investigate and determine credible claims of innocence of torture victims. These demands were later reasserted to the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) in a report and at a CERD hearing.

B. Mayor Daley Refuses to Apologize

In October of 2008, a federal grand jury in Chicago indicted Jon Burge for lying about whether he tortured African-American suspects. Directly after Burge’s indictment, Mayor Richard M. Daley, a long-time participant in the torture scandal both as the Cook County State’s Attorney and as Mayor, was given the opportunity by the local media to make a public apology. Two years earlier, in response to the release of the Cook County Special Prosecutor’s Report finding that Burge and his men tortured numerous African-American suspects, an embattled Daley had offered to “apologize to anyone.” This time, however, he gave a sarcastic and mocking response:

I apologize to everybody [for] whatever happened to anybody in the city of Chicago . . . So, I apologize to everybody. Whatever happened to them in the city of Chicago in the past, I apologize. I didn’t do it, but somebody else did it. Your editorial was bad. I apologize. Your article about the mayor, I apologize. I need an apology from you because you wrote a bad editorial.

Laughing, Daley continued, “[I] was not the mayor. I was not the police chief. I did not promote [Burge]. You know that. But you’ve never written that, and you’re afraid to. I understand.”

In late June of 2010, Burge was convicted of perjury and obstruction of justice, in significant part, based on the testimony of Anthony Holmes and Melvin Jones, two men...
who were brutally shocked by Burge himself. However, neither of these men, like the great majority of their fellow survivors, had received any compensation because they had never been exonerated for their alleged crimes, and the statute of limitations on their claims had expired many years before. Burge’s conviction provided a broad public platform upon which to raise the issue of compensation and lack of psychological counseling for all torture survivors. Both issues were later included in a petition that urged a sentence for Burge that would take Burge’s underlying crimes and refusal to accept responsibility into account.

Later that year, Mayor Daley announced that he would not run for reelection, and in January 2011, Jon Burge was sentenced to four-and-a-half years in federal prison. At the sentencing hearing Anthony Holmes spoke movingly, saying, “[w]hat I wanted to ask Burge [was] . . . Why did you do this? Why would you take a statement you knew was not true? You were supposed to be the law. He laughed while he was torturing me.” Adam Green, an Associate Professor of History at the University of Chicago, also testified. He explained how the torture scandal had damaged Chicago’s African-American community, and contended that a fair sentence would help to mitigate that damage. After the imposition of the sentence, which many people felt was far too lenient, the demand for a mayoral apology was again raised as an issue that the new mayor would have to address.

C. CTJM is Founded and a New Mayor is Confronted

A few months after Burge’s sentencing, a group of artists, educators, lawyers, and other activists formed the Chicago Torture Justice Memorials (CTJM). CTJM’s first project was to call for proposals on how to memorialize the Chicago police torture cases and the struggle for justice. The group would later be instrumental in obtaining reparations from the City, and in June of 2011, CTJM announced its intention "to honor the survivors of torture, their family members, and the African American communities affected by the torture," and put out a public call for people to submit proposals for the memorials.

Two months later, the continuing police torture scandal landed squarely on newly elected Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s desk after a federal judge ruled that Daley had been properly named as a conspirator in exonerated torture survivor Michael Tillman’s civil

---

76 Natasha Korecki, He Laughed While He Was Torturing Me, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Jan. 21, 2011, at 2.
80 Id.
lawsuit.\textsuperscript{81} Directly after the ruling, Daley was subpoenaed to give sworn deposition testimony, and the \textit{Chicago Sun-Times} led its story on these developments by stating “Mayor Rahm Emanuel walked a political tightrope . . . on the explosive police torture allegations that continue to surround convicted former Chicago Police Commander Jon Burge.”\textsuperscript{82} Emanuel refused to comment on the Daley issue other than to say that the City would pay for Daley’s lawyers as it had done for Burge for the previous twenty-three years.\textsuperscript{83} Tillman’s lawyers called this response “the ‘same head-in-the-sand line’ that the city . . . [followed] under Daley.”\textsuperscript{84} Tillman’s lawyers further publicly stated that Emanuel should not only “resolve these cases so taxpayers can compensate the victims rather than the torturers [but should also] apologize to the African American community and to the victims for this pattern of torture.”\textsuperscript{85} A few days later, Emanuel refused a reporter’s invitation to apologize, and added, “I answered one question. Some people say, ‘This pulls Rahm into it’ . . . This is like the most ridiculous thing I’ve ever heard . . . [Daley’s] allowed to have the cost of his legal defense . . . That’s it. I’m not part of it.”\textsuperscript{86}

\textbf{D. Progress Towards Reparations in Chicago}

In January of 2012, the Human Relations Committee of the Chicago City Council held a hearing on a resolution proposed by the Illinois Coalition Against Torture that declared Chicago to be a “torture free zone.”\textsuperscript{87} The resolution, which was backed by a petition signed by 3,500 people, was symbolic only, and several witnesses who testified at the hearing raised the issues of financial compensation, an official apology, and funding for the treatment of police torture survivors.\textsuperscript{88} The City Council, in a 45-0 vote, subsequently passed the resolution.\textsuperscript{89}

The demand for an official apology was again publicly raised in the summer of 2012; the \textit{Tillman} case was settled with the city, which thereby excused Daley from detailing his role in the torture scandal under oath.\textsuperscript{90} Emanuel continued to refuse to acquiesce to the public demand for an apology. When asked, he told reporters his reason for not apologizing was that he was “focused on the future of the city, not just about the past,” and that he “wanted to see this dark chapter in the city's history brought to a close,” which he contended was being achieved, and that “lessons from this moment” should be

\textsuperscript{83} See id.
\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{85} Id.
\textsuperscript{86} Emanuel: Settling with alleged Burge torture victims a possibility, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Aug. 15, 2011.
\textsuperscript{87} Daniel Hertz, \textit{Chicago poised to become first city to condemn torture}, IN THESE TIMES (Jan. 12, 2012), http://inthesetimes.com/ittlist/entry/12529/chicago_city_council_holds_anti-torturehearings.
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learned “so we can build a future for the city.” The public rejoinder was a cutting response that called the occasion a missed opportunity to show that there had been a true “changing of the guard,” and chastised Emanuel for being “tone-deaf to the African-American community” for not understanding “that the community still feels very strongly that justice has not been done, and that the city still stands on the wrong side of the issue.”

1. The Original Reparations Ordinance is Drafted

Throughout 2012, Chicago Torture Justice Memorials conducted roundtables, workshops, readings, performances, and other educative events. In the fall it opened an exhibit at a local art gallery entitled “Opening the Black Box, the Charge is Torture,” featuring seventy-five torture-related exhibits that were submitted by artists, educators, architects, and activists as proposals to memorialize Chicago police torture. Later in the year, as CTJM continued to present its series of cultural and educative events, including a film festival, CTJM also drafted the original Reparations Ordinance. After much discussion, it was decided that the relief for victims should continue to be called reparations, despite the fact that it had the potential of alienating some of the politicians whose support CTJM was seeking. As was later explained to the Washington Post by CTJM member Mariame Kaba, the term “reparations” reflected the fact that it was a type of compensation meant to make amends for abuse at the hands of the state, and underscored that race and bias were central: “The racial component of this is an essential part of the torture itself . . . the victims were subject to repeated racial epithets. ‘The . . . box that was used to electrocute them was called the ‘n——’ box. It was painted black.’

In June of 2013, in recognition of Torture Awareness Month, the issue of torture reparations was raised in an article published in the Huffington Post:

What if Mayor Emanuel . . . and Cook County Board President Toni Preckwinkle, on behalf of the County and the State's Attorneys' Office, stood in front of the old Area 2 "House of Screams" . . . and issued a joint apology to all of Chicago's citizens, together with a pledge to create a reparations fund to compensate those still suffering survivors of Chicago police torture who were cheated out of lawsuits by the cover-up of the scandal. This fund could also be used to provide treatment for the psychological damage inflicted and for job training.

“Then and only then,” the article concluded, would “the true healing begin.”

---
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2. An Impromptu Mayoral Apology

In September of 2013, the City settled two torture cases brought on behalf of two exonerated torture survivors, one of whom, Ronald Kitchen, had spent twelve of his twenty-one imprisoned years on death row. Again pressed about apologizing, Emanuel stated:

> I am sorry this happened. Let us all now move on. This is a dark chapter on the history of the city of Chicago. I want to build a future for the city . . . But, we have to close the books on this. We have to reconcile our past . . . Yes, there has been a settlement. And I do believe that this is a way of saying all of us are sorry about what happened . . . and closing that stain on the city’s reputation . . . That is not who we are.  

Cook County Board President, Toni Preckwinkle, praised the Mayor for his apology, saying that it was “long overdue.” She also acknowledged the role that county prosecutors had played in the torture conspiracy, and further stated, “You've got to fess up and acknowledge the difficult, problematic parts of your own history if you're ever going to make any progress forward. Denial gets you nowhere. Refusing to acknowledge those reprehensible parts of our national or local history is self-destructive in the long run.”

In response, Kitchen’s lawyers called on Emanuel to establish a $20,000,000 fund—an amount equal to that which had been paid out by the City to private lawyers to defend Burge, Daley, and their co-conspirators—to compensate the survivors who had no legal recourse because of the official cover-up. The City, through its Corporation Counsel, Stephen Patton, publicly rejected the demand for compensation, saying that “[i]t would be very difficult to justify spending taxpayer dollars to settle a claim that’s barred.”

On the heels of the apology, CTJM, relying on reparations legislation passed in other countries, revised the Reparations Ordinance to include further input from torture survivors, their family members, and the affected community. The international models for reparations included those that were adopted in Chile, Argentina, and South Africa. The Ordinance called for an official apology and compensation to the
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survivors.\textsuperscript{104} It also requested tuition-free education at the City Colleges of Chicago for all torture survivors and their families, and a center on the south side of Chicago that would provide psychological counseling, healthcare services, and vocational training to those affected by law enforcement torture and abuse.\textsuperscript{105} The Ordinance also called for the establishment of a fund of at least $20,000,000 to finance these reparations, required the Chicago Public Schools to teach students about the torture cases, and it mandated that the City sponsor the construction of public memorials for torture victims.\textsuperscript{106}

3. Introduction of the Reparations Ordinance into City Council

In its pursuit of the adoption of the Reparations Ordinance, CTJM next solicited the support and political leadership of Alderman “Proco” Joe Moreno to sponsor the Ordinance, and enlisted Alderman Howard Brookins, who was the Chair of the City Council’s Black Caucus, to be a co-sponsor.\textsuperscript{107} On October 16, 2013, Moreno and Brookins introduced CTJM’s Ordinance to the City Council.\textsuperscript{108} Members of CTJM then took on the task of meeting with numerous members of the Council, explaining the Ordinance and obtaining, one by one, the members’ endorsement.\textsuperscript{109} Two of the enlisted Aldermen, Joe Moore and Roderick Sawyer, joined Moreno and Brookins as \textit{de facto} political consultants.\textsuperscript{110} A hearing on the Ordinance was scheduled for March 2014 before the Council’s Finance Committee, which was chaired by the powerful Ed Burke, but it was postponed only days before the hearing was due to begin.\textsuperscript{111}

In April of 2014, Amnesty International (AI) joined the reparations coalition that was spearheaded by CTJM, and declared its support for the Reparations Ordinance. In its Global Campaign Against Torture, AI featured Darrell Cannon,\textsuperscript{112} and took the lead in organizing a march, a demonstration, and a vigil in downtown Chicago during its national convention.\textsuperscript{113} Each of the participants carried a black flag, designed by CTJM members, emblazoned with the name of one of the known Burge torture survivors. Survivors’ names were read aloud at the end of the rally, and corresponding flags were displayed facing City Hall.\textsuperscript{114}
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As the year wore on, other activist groups, including Project NIA and We Charge Genocide, joined the reparations coalition, adding creative and energetic new leadership, and an infusion of young people of color. The number of aldermanic sponsors continued to grow as a result of the dedicated work of CTJM, which also initiated a very successful petition drive. In the fall of 2014, Karen Lewis, the dynamic president of the Chicago Teachers Union, who at that time was mounting a serious challenge to Mayor Emanuel in the upcoming primary election, publicly announced her support for the Ordinance.\footnote{James Thindwa, \textit{Karen Lewis Has Already Redefined Chicago Politics, IN THESE TIMES} (Oct. 18, 2014), http://inthesetimes.com/article/17268/how_karen_lewis_redefined_chicago_politics.}

In October of 2014, Jon Burge was released to a halfway house after serving three-and-a-half years of his four-and-a-half-year sentence.\footnote{Jason Meisner, \textit{Ex-cop Burge leaves prison, but torture victim is left seeking reparations}, CHI. TRIB. (Oct. 2, 2014), http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-jon-burge-prison-release-met-20141002-story.html.} Capitalizing on the outrage that Burge’s release fostered, CTJM held a press conference at which torture survivors, their lawyers, and other CTJM members called for the City Council’s Finance Committee to finally hold a hearing on the Ordinance.\footnote{Id.} The speakers contrasted Burge’s release with his police pension intact to the plight of the survivors who had not received “one red cent.”\footnote{Id.}

Meanwhile, the \textit{Chicago Sun-Times} reported that Emanuel, in seeming contradiction to his Corporation Counsel’s prior declaration, was “riding the fence” on reparations and its proposed financial component.\footnote{Id.}

At one point, Emanuel appeared to crack the door open to the idea, telling reporters that there are “a number of things” that the reparations ordinance demanded that he was prepared to “look at and work through. On the money piece, we have to study it,” the mayor said, without ruling it out. “As we get ready for what we have to do from a financial standpoint, there must be some way to address those whose statute of limitations has run out. But that doesn’t mean there’s only one way to do it.” The mayor was asked whether that answer should be construed as a “yes, no or maybe.” With trademark sarcasm, he replied, “I don’t know. You’ve got all three answers.”\footnote{Id.}

The response to the Mayor’s equivocation underscored that the “political repercussions,” particularly for a Mayor who had already alienated many African-American voters by closing fifty inner-city schools, “cannot be overstated.”\footnote{Id.}

V. \textbf{A UNITED FRONT BRINGS SUCCESS}

\textit{A. The United Nations Committee Against Torture Calls for Reparations}

Also in the fall of 2014, CTJM worked with the MCHR to submit a brief to the United Nations Committee Against Torture that urged the Committee to recommend that the U.S. government support reparations, which, as the brief pointed out, were guaranteed
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under Article 14 of the United Nations Convention Against Torture.\textsuperscript{122} CTJM and We Charge Genocide members traveled to Geneva, Switzerland and appeared before UNCAT where they pressed the issue of reparations, and staged a dramatic silent protest to highlight continuing racist police violence in Chicago.\textsuperscript{123} A few weeks later, UNCAT again formally recognized Chicago police torture under Jon Burge, and the necessity for compensation for the survivors:

With regard to the acts of torture committed by CPD Commander Jon Burge and others under his command between 1972 and 1991, the Committee notes the information provided by the State party that a federal rights investigation did not develop sufficient evidence to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that prosecutable constitutional violations occurred. However, it remains concerned that, despite the fact that Jon Burge was convicted for perjury and obstruction of justice, no Chicago police officer has been convicted for these acts of torture for reasons including the statute of limitations expiring. While noting that several victims were ultimately exonerated of the underlying crimes, the vast majority of those tortured—most of them African Americans—have received no compensation for the extensive injuries suffered (arts. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 16).\textsuperscript{124} UNCAT then specifically urged that the “State party” should “[p]rovide redress for CPD torture survivors by supporting the passage of the Ordinance entitled Reparations for the Chicago Police Torture Survivors.”\textsuperscript{125}

B. Mounting Pressure for Reparations

Darrell Cannon and Anthony Holmes, now joined by torture survivor Marc Clements and several mothers of imprisoned torture survivors, continued to speak out in support of reparations.\textsuperscript{126} Holmes had received nothing, while Cannon had received a \emph{de minimus} $3,000 settlement before the cover-up had begun to unravel.\textsuperscript{127} In December of 2014, AI, CTJM, Project NIA, and We Charge Genocide led a five-mile march from police headquarters to the mayor’s office, where the marchers delivered petitions signed by more than 45,000 people and then held a peaceful teach-in outside of his office.\textsuperscript{128} The effort also included a Twitter power hour directed at the mayor.

\textsuperscript{122} Under Article 14 of the Convention Against Torture (CAT), the United States is obligated to “ensure in its legal system that the victim of an act of torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair and adequate compensation including the means for as full rehabilitation as possible.” \textit{Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment}, CAT/C/GC/3 (Nov. 19, 2012), available at http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cat/docs/GC/CAT-C-GC-3_en.pdf.
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As the February 2015 mayoral primary election approached, the campaign for reparations redoubled its effort. CTJM now had a majority of the fifty Chicago aldermen committed as sponsors, and a significant number of other politicians, aldermanic candidates, and community organizations had come aboard, as had Jesus “Chuy” Garcia, who had replaced Karen Lewis as Emanuel’s main opponent in the race for mayor after Lewis had been diagnosed with cancer.  

On Valentine’s Day 2015, reparations activists held a rally attended by a large multi-racial and multi-generational crowd. CTJM distributed a leaflet that recorded which politicians supported the Ordinance and highlighted those who had not done so, with particular emphasis on the mayor. Many of the attendees wore black t-shirts designed and distributed by CTJM that featured the City of Chicago flag with a fifth star, black in color, added to represent the torture survivors. The rally, which was timed to coincide with Burge’s release from the halfway house, also followed Burge’s latest refusal, a week earlier, to admit any responsibility for his actions in a sworn deposition during which he invoked his Fifth Amendment right in response to all questions. Several speakers at the rally emphasized the demand for the long postponed hearing on the Ordinance. Other coalition actions in support of reparations included a light show in front of the mayor’s house that spelled out “Reparations Now,” community teach-ins, a sing-in at City Hall, church presentations, and demonstrations on the subway and outside of mayoral debates.

C. The City Requests Talks with Chicago Torture Justice Memorials

A few days after the February rally, Corporation Counsel Patton called CTJM lawyers to suggest a post-primary election meeting with CTJM representatives at which the City would present its plan for reparations. Patton initially reiterated his previously articulated position that the City was not inclined to provide any financial compensation to the survivors. CTJM’s lawyers told Patton that compensation was a non-negotiable requirement, but CTJM decided to accept the meeting invitation in order to learn what the City had planned, and to advocate for the complete reparations package.

CTJM’s negotiation team was comprised of two CTJM lawyers, a representative from BPAPT, three CTJM members, and two representatives from AI. On the other side

---
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of the table, Patton headed up a group that included representatives from the mayor’s Legislative, Legal, and Human Relations Departments.  

While non-financial issues were at the forefront of the initial discussions, the CTJM team persisted in firmly maintaining its position that financial compensation was a required part of the legislation, and continued to seek an immediate hearing on the Ordinance. While the negotiations were ongoing, Alderman Burke—in the wake of the reparations coalition publicly announcing that it planned to disrupt the next Finance Committee meeting if no hearing date had been announced—set a hearing on the Ordinance for the week after the April election. Both sides understood that, depending on the outcome of the negotiations, the City and Mayor Emanuel would be either commended or castigated at the hearing.

The CTJM team continued to meet with the City’s representatives on several occasions throughout March and early April, and any initial guardedness or occasional hostility was gradually replaced by a mutual spirit of cooperation as both sides recognized the other’s good faith, and worked out the parameters of the non-financial issues. Compensation for the survivors was discussed hesitantly at first, and as the April hearing date approached, CTJM and its negotiating team reluctantly agreed internally upon a bottom line of $100,000 per survivor. Based on an estimated total of 120 potential survivors, CTJM lowered its financial demand to $12 million, and the City responded with an offer in the range of $2 to $3 million.

Shortly before the hearing, the negotiating team made another difficult decision—to remove the deceased survivors from eligibility for financial compensation. The team concluded that the number of eligible living survivors would most likely be around fifty to sixty, making the bottom line of $100,000 per survivor realizable from a total pool of $5 to $6 million. The City had reluctantly raised its “final” offer to $5 million, but, at the last moment, the City increased its offer to $5.5 million.

CTJM polled a number of survivors, all of whom approved of the figure, and the offer was accepted on the eve of the hearing.

D. Reparations Approved and the Mayor Offers an Official Apology

At the Finance Committee hearing, held in the City Hall chamber packed with hundreds of reparations supporters, the agreement between the City and CTJM that had been memorialized in the form of a Resolution and Amended Ordinance, was supported with testimony from numerous witnesses. The Committee unanimously voiced its approval for the legislation, which provided for financial compensation to the living
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survivors in the total amount of $5.5 million and non-financial reparations to the living survivors and their immediate families, as well as to the immediate families of the deceased survivors. These non-financial reparations included psychological counseling at a dedicated community center, free education at the City Colleges, an official apology, the teaching of the torture scandal in the Chicago public schools, job training, and a public memorial. The reaction to this reparations package was overwhelmingly positive, although there was some criticism that the financial compensation was too limited. In stark contrast, Burge and his right hand man, John Byrne, who tortured Darrell Cannon, broke their longstanding silence to condemn the City, Cannon, Holmes, and the author in a statement to a police blog and to the Chicago Tribune.

Alderman Joe Moreno presented the Resolution and Amended Ordinance to the full City Council on May 6, 2015. During his presentation, Moreno read each of the attending survivors' names, and each person stood. The Council members then spontaneously faced the standing men, and, in a moment of high emotion, applauded them. After several other Aldermen spoke, Mayor Emanuel officially apologized on behalf of the City:

This is another step but an essential step in righting a wrong, removing a stain on the reputation of this great city. Chicago finally will confront its past and come to terms with it and recognize when something wrong was done and be able to be strong enough to say something was wrong. Addressing the torture survivors and their families, the Mayor continued:

I want to thank you for your persistence. I want to thank you for never giving in and never giving up and allowing the city to join you on that journey to come face-to-face with the past and be honest enough and strong enough to say when we are wrong and try to make right what we’ve done wrong. This stain cannot be removed from the history of our city. But it can be used as a lesson of what not to do and the responsibility that all of us have.

---
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The Council unanimously adopted the Resolution and Ordinance.\textsuperscript{151} The Resolution invoked a “sincere hope” that “the process of repair, renewal and reconciliation that we affirm today will help to restore the trust of all Chicagoans in the decency and fairness of their municipal and county governments, including their law enforcement agencies.”\textsuperscript{152} Further, the Resolution acknowledged respect for the work of Chicago Torture Justice Memorials, and resolved that:

[W]e, the Mayor and Members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, on behalf of all Chicagoans—

(1) acknowledge and condemn, as evil and reprehensible, any and all acts of torture and abuse inflicted upon the Burge victims; and

(2) apologize to the Burge victims for these horrific and inexcusable acts; and

(3) express our most solemn regrets to the families of the Burge victims for any and all harm that they suffered as a consequence of the ordeal that their loved ones were subjected to; and

(4) remember these past events, to ensure that this sad chapter in our City’s history is never forgotten; and

(5) reaffirm our City’s commitment to righting the wrongs of the past, and in so doing, reassure Chicago’s residents that such wrongs will not be repeated in the future.\textsuperscript{153}

\textbf{E. Implementation of the Legislation}

Since the passage of the legislation, the hard work of implementation has proceeded with deliberate speed. Pursuant to the terms of the Ordinance,\textsuperscript{154} CJTM lawyers presented a list of forty-eight living claimants for financial compensation to Counsel Patton for the City’s review.\textsuperscript{155} After an exchange of documentation and several discussions between the attorneys, the City accepted all but six of the claims as
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“credible.”¹⁵⁶ In response to public notice, fifty additional persons made claims to a designated independent third-party administrator, Daniel Coyne, a professor at Illinois Institute of Technology’s Kent School of Law.¹⁵⁷ Coyne evaluated those claims, and presented to the City and CTJM eleven additional claimants whom he determined to be eligible.¹⁵⁸ The City ultimately accepted seven of those claims, one of the claimants withdrew, and the City contested the other three.¹⁵⁹

As required by the Ordinance,¹⁶⁰ those cases that were not accepted as “credible” by the City were arbitrated before former U.S. District Court Judge David Coar, who was tasked with deciding whether the contested claimants were entitled to compensation based on paper submissions and oral presentations.¹⁶¹ The Ordinance further mandated that Judge Coar was to consider factors including the circumstances under which the claim was first made or reported to someone, the consistency of the claim over time, and any credible affirmative proof rebutting the claim.¹⁶² However, denials by Burge or any of his associates who had, on some other occasion, invoked the Fifth Amendment in response to questions of police torture, could not be considered as proof.¹⁶³ The City and CTJM agreed that Judge Coar should employ a flexible standard of proof, greater than probable cause but less than a preponderance of the evidence.

In late November and early December 2015, Judge Coar conducted hearings on the cases that the City contended were not credible.¹⁶⁴ CTJM lawyers presented the cases on behalf of seven of the claimants, private lawyers presented on behalf of the others, and survivors appeared in person in four of the cases.¹⁶⁵ Subsequently, Judge Coar rendered his final written decisions, accepting eight of the claims as credible.¹⁶⁶ The final total of recipients stood at fifty-seven, which, since several of the men were to receive partial shares, guaranteed each survivor a total of $100,000 in compensation.¹⁶⁷ On January 4, 2016, the City began to issue reparations checks to the entitled survivors.¹⁶⁸

As of this writing, communications are ongoing among representatives from CTJM, the Chicago Public Schools, and the Chicago Teachers Union with the goal of establishing a mutually acceptable curriculum for teaching the history of Chicago police torture to eighth and tenth grade students in Chicago’s public schools. In furtherance of...
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that goal, there is a plan to implement a pilot curriculum this year.\(^{169}\) Plans for the counseling center and a torture memorial are also progressing, with money having been appropriated by the City for a counseling coordinator and a goal of opening the center by early 2017.\(^{170}\)

VI. Conclusion

Over the course of the decades-long struggle for justice in the torture cases, the movement and its lawyers have repeatedly turned to the international arena for evidence, support, examples, and models to help re-frame the police torture narrative and to seek a modicum of justice. In the pursuit of reparations, advocates for the survivors were able to utilize these important tools\(^ {171}\) despite finding few successful examples here in the United States, with the notable exceptions of reparations for Japanese-Americans who were interned during World War II, for the descendants of the African-American victims of a race riot in Rosewood, Florida, and for the victims of mass sterilizations in North Carolina.\(^ {172}\) Advocates were also inspired by the ongoing pursuit of reparations for the descendants of enslaved African-Americans,\(^ {173}\) the movement to fully document and memorialize southern lynchings,\(^ {174}\) the recent wave of youth-led mass actions in opposition to racially-motivated police killings, and, most importantly, by the survivors of Chicago police torture and their families.

While it was publicly noted that full compensation for the pain suffered at the hands of the torturers was not, and could not be, obtained,\(^ {175}\) and although some questioned the wisdom of calling the relief “reparations,”\(^ {176}\) the Chicago reparations package is truly extraordinary, particularly given that the survivors who sought reparations had no other remedy. Hopefully, the successful struggle for reparations will serve as a stellar example to others both in Chicago and across the country who are fighting for justice in cases of racist police violence.\(^ {177}\) In the words of Darrell Cannon, the allocation of reparations for the victims of Chicago police torture “sets a precedent
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\(^{177}\) In May of 2016, attorneys for a police shooting victim in Little Rock, Arkansas, drawing on the Chicago reparations example, negotiated an historic settlement with the City that combined the largest financial award of its kind in Little Rock with a formal apology and a dedicated memorial. See David Koon, Ellison family speaks on historic LRPD use-of-force settlement, ARK. TIMES (May 7, 2016), http://www.arktimes.com/ArkansasBlog/archives/2016/05/07/ellison-family-speaks-on-historic-lrpd-use-of-force-settlement.
that has never been done in the history of America. Reparations given to black men tortured by some white detectives. It’s historic."  
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